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Agent Based Mathematial Reasoning 1

Christoph Benzm�uller a Mateja Jamnik bManfred Kerber b Volker Sorge aa Fahbereih InformatikUniversit�at des Saarlandes66041 Saarbr�uken, Germanyfhrisjsorgeg�ags.uni-sb.dehttp://www.ags.uni-sb.de/b Shool of Computer SieneThe University of BirminghamBirmingham B15 2TT, EnglandfM.JamnikjM.Kerberg�s.bham.a.ukhttp://www.s.bham.a.uk/AbstratIn this ontribution we propose an agent arhiteture for theorem proving whih weintend to investigate in depth in the future. The work reported in this paper is inan early state, and by no means �nished. We present and disuss our proposal inorder to get feedbak from the Calulemus ommunity.1 IntrodutionThere are two major approahes to automated theorem proving, mahine-oriented methods like the resolution method (with all its rami�ations) andhuman-oriented methods. Most prominent amongst the human-oriented meth-ods is the proof planning approah �rst introdued by Bundy [8℄.In this ontribution we argue that an integration of the two approahes andthe simultaneous pursuit of di�erent lines in a proof an be very bene�ial.One way of integrating the approahes is to onsider a reasoner as a olletionof agents, in whih mahine-oriented methods and planning play di�erentrôles.One of the main distintions between mahine-oriented and human-orien-ted methods is the generality of the approahes. Mahine-oriented theoremprovers like lassial �rst-order theorem provers (e.g., Bliksem, Otter, Spass),1 This work was partly supported by EPSRC grant GR/M22031.1999 Published by Elsevier Siene B. V.



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgeanalytial provers (e.g., Sathmo or Protein), and provers based on omple-tion methods (e.g., Eqp, Waldmeister) have reahed a onsiderable reasoningpower. This is underlined by the reent solution of the Robbins problemby Eqp [21℄. However, these traditional systems follow �xed searh strate-gies whih are unlikely to fully model the problem solving expertise of hu-man mathematiians. Also lassial higher-order theorem provers like Tps [1℄,or the Leo-system [4℄ get lost in the enormous searh spaes strethed on a�ne-grained alulus level. General omplexity results demonstrate that nopratial algorithm an be onstruted whih an solve arbitrary tasks. Evenpropositional logi is in a lass that is generally onsidered intratable sineit is NP-omplete.The suess of human mathematiians an largely be asribed to the fatthat they are generally speialised in some �elds and an rely on domain-spei� problem solving tehniques they have aumulated throughout theirprofessional experienes. Mathematiians learn during their aademi trainingnot only fats like de�nitions or theorems, but also problem-solving know-howfor proving mathematial theorems. An important part of this know-how anbe desribed in terms of reasoning methods like the diagonalisation proedure,the appliation of a de�nition, or the appliation of the homomorphy prop-erty. Human-oriented theorem proving tries to model this human approahby making use of domain-spei� knowledge.One approah to model human-oriented theorem proving on a omputer isproof planning whih adopts the planning paradigm. The so-alled methodsplay the rôle of plan operators and their exeutions �ll gaps in a partial proof.Bundy views methods essentially as a triple onsisting of a tati, a preon-dition, and a postondition. A tati an be seen as a piee of program odethat an manipulate the atual proof in a ontrolled way. A preondition anda postondition form a delarative spei�ation of the dedutive ability of thetati. The approah to mehanising reasoning using methods had resultedin a signi�ant progress ompared to a mere tati language. Within suh aplanning framework it is now possible to develop proof plans with the helpof the delarative knowledge in the preonditions and postonditions. In thisview proof planning makes use of traditional planning tehniques in order to�nd proofs on an abstrat level. State of the art proof planners are CLAM [10℄,�-CLAM [24℄, and the proof planner of 
mega [3℄.One of the �rst suessful approahes to theorem proving within an agentarhiteture is Denzinger's Teamwork approah [12℄. Some of the state ofthe art agent arhitetures for automati and interative theorem proving aredisussed in [16,5℄. The agent arhiteture for proof planning proposed herewill be developed within the framework of 
mega. An advantage of 
megais that it already provides various integrated lassial reasoning systems (e.g.,Bliksem, Otter, Eqp, Spass, Sathmo, Protein, Waldmeister, Tps, Leo) aswell as some speialised deision proedures (for instane, a onstraint solverand the integrated omputer algebra systems Maple and � CAS [19℄), and an2



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgeanalogy module [22℄. Additional features are a multi-modal graphial userinterfae [25℄, a proof verbalisation tool [18℄ and a onneted database ofmathematial theories. Using the Mathweb agent arhiteture [17℄, most ofthese integrated systems an be distributed over the Internet. Informationon suessful or unsuessful proof attempts of the integrated systems (e.g.,partial proofs) an be translated bak into 
mega's entral proof data stru-ture, whih is based on a higher-order variant of Gentzen's natural dedutionalulus. Translation of di�erent results into the uniform representation in
mega lari�es the integrated results of very heterogeneous agents.Human proof searh behaviour may perhaps be best modelled as a mixtureof proof planning, lassial theorem proving, omputing, and model genera-tion. In 
mega (and in related systems like Ilf [11℄ or Disount [14℄, whihintegrate relatively homogeneous �rst-order reasoning systems) this largelyhas to be done by the user. Rather poor support is provided for a fruitful andguided ooperation of the available subsystems.While 
mega and Mathweb provide the tehnial bakground, the workdesribed here aims to investigate how a meaningful ooperation between dif-ferent agents within the arhiteture an be established. We want to drawas muh as possible on already existing tehnology both in 
mega and inother external systems (i.e., theorem provers, omputer algebra systems, et.).Therefore, the ommuniation between agents will be organised so that su-essful and unsuessful proof attempts or partial proofs are ommuniatedvia 
mega. The assessment of single agents and soieties of agents will be em-bedded within 
mega as well as agent shells surrounding the single systemsin use. Hene, theorem provers whih have ommuniation features readilyavailable (e.g., Tps) will be used o� the shelf, as blak-box systems. The in-formation they provide will be inorporated at run-time into the reasoningproess searhing for a proof of a onjeture.2 Deliberation versus ReativenessA lassial approah to model intelligene onsists of arefully seleting aknowledge representation formalism and then modelling parts of a domain inthis formalism. The power of the reasoner depends on the ability to reasonin the knowledge representation formalism. In lassial approahes to plan-ning, the situation alulus [20℄ and in Strips [15℄, the domain is modelledby an initial state, a goal state, and planning operators. Proof planning withabstration also makes use of a model of the world and an be viewed as adeliberative approah to solve reasoning tasks.As an antithesis to this lassial AI paradigm (and in partiular to theplanning paradigm) an approah has been developed that expliitly does notmake use of knowledge representation and ompliated deliberations (suhas planning the best next step in the proof searh). Brooks phrased it as\Intelligene without Reason" [7℄. In this approah it is possible to obtain3



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgeomplex, apparently goal direted and intentional behaviour whih has nolong term internal state and no internal ommuniation. This is referred toas a reative form of modelling behaviour. Its key notions are:Situatedness: The world is its own best model.Embodiment: The world grounds regress.Intelligene: Intelligene is determined by the dynamis of interation withthe world.Emergene: Intelligene is in the eye of the observer.Although the mahine-oriented approahes were not designed in the light ofreent work in reative systems, they an be reinterpreted in this framework.The main aspet is the loality of the searh for a solution. For instane,when we onsider binary resolution theorem proving, the deision on whihtwo literals to perform a resolution step is often made on the basis of theknowledge of the urrent proof state only. That is, it does not depend onwhat has been done previously (of ourse this view simpli�es matters and isnot true in a strit sense for all strategies). In partiular, there is no overalllong term strategy to derive the empty lause. We an view the behaviourof the theorem prover as a reative proess: the world onsists of lauses andthere is no abstrat model of these lauses. The theorem prover ats diretlyin this world, and the behaviour is determined by the interation with theworld. It is a harateristi of reativeness that some reative systems suhas Otter normally do not do any baktraking. Furthermore, some reativesystems do omplete restarts when the searh for a proof is lost in the searhspae. Suh restarts an also be viewed as a typial harateristi of reativesystems. For a detailed disussion of Brooks' approah and its relationship totheorem proving see [9℄.Reent years have seen an attempt to reonile the deliberative and thereative approahes in single agent arhitetures [26℄. This is partly motivatedby looking at the human way of ating and reasoning whih an be betterexplained as a ombination of the two ases rather than by any one of themalone. Also, pratial issues play an important rôle: in ertain ases reativebehaviour is omputationally more eÆient, while in others reative behaviourgets stuk. In the latter ase deliberative behaviour an sometimes preventbloking of a reasoning proess.3 Agent based mathematial reasoningA weakness of most state of the art reasoning systems is that they usuallyfollow rigid and inexible solution strategies in their searh for proofs. Instead,human mathematiians use | depending on their level of expertise | \aolourful mixture of proof strategies" (as Wittgenstein phrases it). In anattempt to prove a mathematial theorem they typially �rst try a well knownstandard tehnique in the fous of the mathematial theory. If this tehnique4



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgedoes not lead to the wanted results in a reasonable amount of time, they maydoubt that the theorem holds at all and look for a ounterexample. If thisalso fails, they may try again by widening or deepening the proof searh.The aim of our approah is to emulate this exible problem solving be-haviour of human mathematiians in an agent based reasoning approah.Thus, our system will reet at least some of the ideas of a sophistiatedand experiened problem solver as desribed by P�olya in [23℄, p. 64: \: : : whenhe does not sueed in guessing the whole answer, [he℄ tries to guess some partof the answer, some feature of the solution, some approah to the solution,or some feature of an approah to the solution. Then he seeks to expand hisguess, and so he seeks to adapt his guess to the best information he an getat the moment."Agents allow a number of proof searh attempts to be exeuted in par-allel. Eah agent may try a di�erent proof strategy to �nd the proof of aonjeture. Hene, a number of di�erent proof strategies are used at thesame time in the proof searh. However, following all the available strategiessimultaneously would quikly onsume the available system resoures onsist-ing of omputation time and memory spae. In order to prevent this, andfurthermore, to guide the proof searh we propose to develop and employa resoure management onept in proof searh. Resoure management isa tehnique whih distributes the available resoures amongst the availableagents (f. [28℄). Periodially, it assesses the state of the proof searh proess,evaluates the progress and redistributes the available resoures aordingly.Hene, only suessful or promising proof attempts will be allowed to on-tinue searhing for a proof. This proess is repeated until a proof is found, orsome other terminating ondition is reahed. An important aspet will be thatin eah assessment/evaluation phase the global proof state is updated, that is,promising partial proofs and espeially solved subproblems are inserted intothe global proof tree. Furthermore, interesting results may be ommuniatedbetween the agents (for instane, an open subproblem may be passed to a the-orem prover that seems to be more appropriate). The resoure managementmehanism analyses the theorem and deides whih agents, i.e., provers, needto be launhed and what proportion of the resoures needs to be assigned to apartiular agent. The mehanism is also responsible for restriting the amountof information exhange between agents, so that not all of the resoures arealloated to the ommuniation. Figure 1 demonstrates this agent based proofplanning arhiteture.Of ourse, the evaluation of the suess of a proof strategy is ruial fordetermining the amount of resoures that is alloated to an agent. This eval-uation is based on the ontribution that the agent has made in the proofattempt as well as on its prospet of suess in the rest of the searh. Forexample, a favourable ontribution is a partial problem solution. 
mega inte-grates most external systems as glass boxes. That is, it provides mehanismsto map partiular results of external systems (e.g., single lauses derived by5
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Fig. 1. The reasoning proess { iterative alloation of resoures to proof agents(PAx) by assessment/evaluation, and the subsequent onstrution of a proof of agiven theorem.Spass or Otter) to ND-derivations in 
mega's entral proof data struture(PDS). This feature of 
mega will bene�t our approah in that the evaluationof the ontribution of external systems an be based on the examination ofthe orresponding ND-proofs or proof plans. The future prospet of an agent6



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgeis estimated with respet to the updated global proof tree and aording tothe information ommuniated between the agents.The proposed system should be able to takle mathematial problems thatare urrently not automatially solvable by any of the embedded systems alone(nor by any other system). An example of suh a problem is desribed indetail in [2℄, we briey summarise it here. The problem states that if thereis a partition p of some set, then there is an equivalene relation q whoseequivalene lasses are exatly the elements of p:8p partition(p)) (9q equivalene-rel(q) ^ (equivalene-lasses(q) = p))Note that partition, equivalene-lasses, and equivalene-rel are derived higher-order onepts de�ned in the 
mega knowledge base of mathematial theories.The searh for a proof of this theorem has not been automated yet. Weindiate here how the proof might be found within our proposed arhiteture.First, the initial proof goal is split into three subgoals (e.g., with the help of aproof planner). Namely, from a given partition p we an derive the existene ofan equivalene relation q, onstituting subgoal (1). For the same equivalenerelation q it holds that its equivalene lasses are exatly p. The two diretionsof the set equality give us subgoals (2) and (3). Next, higher-order equalityand extensionality reasoning is required. The �rst two subgoals (1) and (2)an be solved automatially by the higher-order prover Tps [1℄. The lastsubproblem (3), whih requires a fair amount of extensionality reasoning, weexpet to be solvable by ooperation between the higher-order extensionalityprover Leo [4℄ and a �rst-order automated theorem prover. Leo providesthe neessary higher-order extensionality treatment, however, it annot opewith the large number of �rst-order lauses that are generated subsequently.Therefore, this set of lauses ould be passed via 
mega to the �rst-orderspeialist available within our agent soiety. Our proposed system will beable to organise the skethed ooperation between the integrated systems ina goal oriented way in order to solve suh kinds of problems automatially.4 Theorem Proving by a Soiety of AgentsThe system we propose will provide a powerful arhiteture for reasoningsystems onsisting of a soiety of speialised reasoning agents. These agentsare aware of their own apabilities and partly even of those of the other agents.The knowledge an initially be provided by the user or the implementor of asingle agent. However, additional knowledge an be gained by evaluatingsuessful and unsuessful proof attempts in various mathematial domainsas well as by feedbak from other agents (for instane, the usefulness of resultsfrom some agents an be used in a reinforement learning approah).Initially, a given mathematial problem is investigated in order to estimateand lassify the potential of the solution strategies, i.e., of the agents, avail-able for solving this problem. Depending on the evaluation proess an initial7



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgeresoure distribution is omputed, in partiular, a main strategy line maybe manifested. An infrastruture allowing to distribute resoures is alreadyprovided by the Mathweb arhiteture [17℄. An automati evaluation modulewill then be added to the system. The goal is not to remove the human inthis proess; on the ontrary, the agent and resoure approah should stronglyfailitate the ommuniation between the human and the mahine. In fat,human expertise an be inorporated during eah of the assessment/evaluationphases.After onsuming the available resoures, the reasoning agents terminateand investigate whether they have produed useful information or not. Forinstane, the Otter-agent ould look for the shortest derived lauses withassertion lauses as anestors in order to estimate how lose it is to a ompletedproof. More interesting in our ontext will be ontributions of the Tps system,sine it an return partial proofs to the 
mega-system. These results may beevaluated using adequate riteria like the omplexity and the number of theremaining open subproblems. For example, the only open subproblem mightbe a �rst-order goal, whereas the original problem was a higher-order one.Then, the partial proof may be ommuniated to other systems and the opensubgoal an be passed to �rst-order provers. Depending on the evaluation ofthe agents' ontributions, a new resoure distribution is omputed.The starting point for the design of the system we propose here onsistsof a proof data struture and a proof planning mehanism. The �rst proto-type of the system an use the existing proof data struture, proof planningomponents, and proof methods of 
mega. The system will be extended byimplementing a mehanism for knowledge based automati distribution of sub-problems to soieties of agents, and an assessment module whih will enablean interation between agents.The agent results an be inorporated diretly into 
mega's partial proofs,enabling the evaluation of usefulness of heterogeneous agents on some uniformlevel. The information an then be propagated to other agents. However, inase of an unsuessful proof attempt of the overall system a speial bak-traking mehanism needs to be supplied. It has to do book-keeping on theparts of the proofs whih have been omputed by eah agent. Furthermore,the mehanism must be able to subsequently remove both, whole and partialresults of an agent from the overall proof.One of the potential problems, whih we foresee, is that inreasing theheterogeneity of a system might inrease the organisational omplexity of theommuniation between the agents. Namely, the greater the variety of thesystems that are integrated, the less there might be a ommon interest tothe di�erent agents, and furthermore, the general viewpoint of the problemsolving proess of the overall system might be lost. For instane, some in-termediate result that is of entral importane to one prover might not be ofinterest to another prover, beause the proof strategies that they use are verydi�erent. Hene, establishing the ommuniation between agents might prove8



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgeto be diÆult. As a �rst approximation, our approah will be to broadast theresults of eah agent to every other agent in the hope that the results might beuseful to other agents. In further re�nements we will look into more sophisti-ated forms of ommuniation whih will allow for a more eÆient exhangeof information between agents. The possibility to translate into the standardform of 
mega's partial proofs should help in this task.5 ConlusionWe summarise our proposal by delineating some of the most hallenging re-searh tasks in this projet:(i) The extension of 
mega's underlying Mathweb-arhiteture and its proofdata struture by suitable resoure distribution, ommuniation and bak-traking failities. In a �rst attempt we want to adapt the blakboardmehanism underlying 
mega's interative suggestion mehanism [5,6℄and integrate it with the Mathweb arhiteture.(ii) The development and realisation of a suitable evaluation riteria; someobvious andidates are the simpliity/omplexity of partial proofs, thetheory/logi a subproblem belongs to (e.g., �rst-order logi, set theory),and the similarity of open subproblems to already solved problems storedin the database.(iii) The extension of the system, suh that it allows a grouping of homo-geneous agents takling similar kinds of problems into one single meta-agent. For instane, it may be useful to group lassial �rst-order rea-soners together to form a entre of expertise for lassial �rst-order logi.Ideally, suh entres of expertise may use a mehanism analogous to theoverall system in order to organise the ommuniation between its sys-tems (sub-agents) and to further distribute the resoures they obtain atthe upper level.The systems in a entre of expertise an be evaluated using a �ne-grainedevaluation riteria. Evaluation experiments of this kind have been arried outin the past on, for instane, �rst-order theorem provers and other homogeneoussystems (f. [16,27,13℄). They proved to be suessful and gave positive results.Hene, we ould realise a more homogeneous system ommuniation withinthe entre of expertise. Furthermore, the entres of expertise ould have adynami nature, that is, they might remodel themselves di�erently for di�erentproblem domains or expliitly learn in whih areas their partiular strengthsand weaknesses are.Related to our proposal is the work on Tehs in [13℄ where no restritionis imposed on the type of the provers that an be integrated into a system. Aomparison of both arhitetures might provide some useful insights into thepotential problems as well as the advantages of the approah proposed in thispaper. One di�erene between the proposed approah and Tehs is that the9



Benzm�uller, Jamnik, Kerber, Sorgelatter does not provide tehniques to translate seleted results of the reasoningagents (e.g., lauses derived by a �rst-order theorem prover) into derivationsin a uniform proof data struture, whereas for most systems in our approahthis will be possible. Hene, our evaluation riteria may exploit knowledge ona more abstrat level and may relate the ontributions of the agents to theurrent partial proof in the global proof attempt.In onlusion, we propose that a reasoning system with an agent basedarhiteture inorporated into a proof planning framework, as we desribed inthis paper, will result in improved mehanised reasoning apabilities. Unlike aonventional distributed parallel model of theorem proving, an agent arhite-ture provides a paradigm where the ommuniation between agents and themanagement of resoures for agents an be realised. The hope is that suh asystem will be able to prove theorems that have previously not been provedautomatially.Referenes[1℄ P. B. Andrews, M. Bishop, S. Issar, D. Nesmith, F. Pfenning, and H. Xi. TPS:A theorem proving system for lassial type theory. Journal of AutomatedReasoning, 16(3):321{353, 1996.[2℄ C. Benzm�uller, M. Bishop, and V. Sorge. Integrating tps and 
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